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Springwatch comes to Suffolk!
On Monday 26th May, the BBC’s Wildlife party, hosted by Chris Packham,
Michaela Strachan and Martin Hughes-Games, broadcast live from our very own
region. The 3 week long series was hosted by the RSPB’s team at Minsmere. Located on the

stunning Suffolk coastline, it boasted an unprecedented array of habitats, birds, mammals and
other amazing wildlife. Minsmere reserve is one of the most diverse patches of the uk, with
more than 5,600 plant and animal species recorded on site.
Dozens of outside-broadcast trucks rolled in and parked up, 10km of cables connected state
of the art long range lens cameras, remote controlled night vision equipment and other high
tech gadgets. This enabled the team to scan Minsmere’s intricate system of freshwater lakes &
marshes, as well as the beaches, forest and heath. Everything was then recorded as an insight
into the private lives of Minsmere’s residents as they all fought for survival - warts & all!

Michaela brings a bag of badger poo back & Martin thinks twice about his biscuit! Photo By Steve Plume

Suffolk Mammal Conference 2014
We are pleased to announce that this event is now fully booked!
This inspiring day, packed with wildlife talks by nationally renowned speakers will be a great
opportunity to learn more about the issues affecting our native mammals. Chaired by Lord
Cranbrook and Sir Kenneth Carlisle. The mammal conference will be followed by
Suffolk Wildlife Trust's AGM.
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Otters in Suffolk
Richard Woolnough

Back in 1979 when I moved to Suffolk I had already given up any idea of being able to study otters in my
home patch. Apart from being reduced to close extinction they are almost entirely nocturnal and do not, like
badgers, return to the same home base every evening. My annual springtime visits to Scotland had started
because otters hunting in salt water hunt during the day – not because of lack of disturbance, or the tide cycle
but because salt water fish are easier to catch during the day (and freshwater fish are easier to catch at night).
As the remnant population recovered in Suffolk, greatly helped by introductions by the Otter Trust and
others, I did catch a brief glimpse of one swimming across Benacre Broad and early one morning I surprised
two from a ditch on the Dingle Marshes at Dunwich. More recently I was beginning to get fed up with the
number of friends and acquaintances that bragged about their otter sightings especially from the hides at
RSPB Minsmere. Although I live only 10 miles from Minsmere it has never been my venue of choice for
wildlife watching principally because there are so many other places close by where you can enjoy the solitude
of the Suffolk Coast.
However last Autumn when I was there with Adrian doing our occasional
check on the badger setts, I asked if they kept records of otter sightings
and a few days later received an Excel database with 420 sightings going
back to 2002. These consisted of casual records from visitors and staff so
there was not much detail. However even a cursory examination showed a
dramatic increase in sightings with from an average of only 30 per annum
between 2002 and 2011 (varying from 12 in 2009 to 43 in 2007) to over 90
in 2012 The other obvious pattern was the annual dropping off in records
in July, August and September.
This was the inspiration I needed and in March I decided to do 15
consecutive early morning watches from Island Mere Hide to see if I could
see what was going on. The wonders of retirement! After the third
morning I had already doubled the number of sightings of English otters
Island Mere Hide 21.3.14 08.00hrs
from the previous 68 years and I only had 4 blank mornings in my first 15.
Rob Munro
I am up to 80 watches now and although we are in the “summer lull” my
hit rate is still 50% and although some of them are fleeting glimpses others
are prolonged – and are so good that I think I have died and gone to heaven!
So we now know that otters are active during the day at Minsmere. From my watches mostly in the early
morning, but sometimes in the evening and the casual sightings on the board in Island Mere Hide, otters can
be seen at any time of the day. What we do not know is whether they are also active at night. So we need to
get some cameras out to see if we can pick up nocturnal activities.
Is Minsmere unusual? It is a fantastic viewpoint with a large area of shallow open water and loads of fish to eat
to say nothing of the 5 star comfort of Island Mere Hide with its wind down windows and swivel typing
chairs. But if we watched at other places would we get the same daytime sightings? We need more sites
watched regularly. More watchers at Minsmere would enable me to go elsewhere – fish farms and estuaries are
two high priorities. Is anybody watching at Lackford regularly?
And then of course we need to know what they are eating. Direct observation is impossible. Most of what
they catch on Island Mere seems to be very small. Twice we have seen eels caught and on one other occasion
something large was caught but on all occasions they quickly disappeared into the reeds. Mostly whatever they
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have caught requires no time at the surface to consume. Spraint analysis tends to miss out on large prey where
only soft parts are consumed but it is the only tool we have – and certainly isn’t as easy as analysing owl pellets.
But we are determined to crack it. So plenty to do so if you want to get involved let us know or send your
details and we can keep you updated by e-mail.
Contact Richard on Email : woolnoughs@freeuk.com

The present monitoring
scheme helps us keep track
of the otter’s distribution
in Suffolk however we still
know little of what is
really going on within the
populations; the health of
the rivers; fish populations
& other factors that
influence the animals
ecology & behaviour.
This workshop intends to
explore a range of
methods that can be
employed by a group of
volunteers & that might
take our understanding of
the otter’s habitat
requirements a little
further. If you are
interested in participating
& that such a study is for
you then please come
along to our workshop.
Cost for the day including
lunch & tea/coffee
throughout the day £15.00
Limited number of places
so please book early by
sending your cheque
(made out to Suffolk
Mammal Group) & post
to the address right.
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Suffolk Badger Update
Adrian Hinchliffe

For the last 15 years badgers have been surveyed at the RSPB’s “Minsmere” site at Westleton.
The last survey done in January this year showed that although a few new sett entrances had
appeared, others had become unused & so the overall activity appears (as do road casualty
numbers) to be constant. However, when the opportunity arose to get involved in studying
these badgers more closely, we naturally jumped at the chance. The BBC’s “Springwatch” team
were looking at coming to Suffolk & wanted to show badgers (or not as is very often the case
when the presenters say “lets take a look at our badger cam”) in more detail, “not just badgers
feeding on peanuts.” Obviously we were also very keen to learn much more about the badgers
on this important nature reserve. It is believed that the Otters on site act & behave very differently than they do in our local rivers & so would this be the case for the badgers? Certainly
with the very sandy soil & presumed lack of earthworms it would be interesting to see what
they ate. Setts are generally not very large in terms of entrance numbers & we had no idea on
numbers of animals. Would it be possible to identify individuals, find out their territorial
boundaries, identify their main food items and how would these change through the seasons?
What would happen if Springwatch obtained images of Minsmere's badgers destroying bittern
chicks? "We would show it, warts and all," says James Smith, the series producer. "But we
would need to show it in the right context and explain that badgers are an opportunistic predator and all the research shows their impact on ground-nesting birds is minimal."
And so it began but unfortunately we started later than we would have liked to with our bait
marking survey, and it quickly became apparent that we needed to survey a much larger area
than we first thought and it was quickly approaching the time when access was restricted for the return of protected nesting birds. This meant we
could only estimate what was happening and we
would need to follow this up later this year.
Technology allowed us to remotely monitor the
badgers and also we were able to identify certain
individuals and thus give accurate numbers of animals at the setts.
With the excitement of recording and logging the
badgers behaviour we also recorded the darker
side of human behaviour and it then meant just as
we were going to involve more members to survey
a wider area, we had to instead tighten security
and restrict who went to site.
BBC Springwatch 2014

Following initial sett survey reports it was evident
that the badgers were using trees to remove dirt
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from their claws and scent mark, but it wasn’t until we set up cameras and filmed the badgers
themselves that we realised how well and how far the badgers could actually climb! Most
books mentioned climbing to approximately 5 ft to cross rivers, get to nuts in bird feeders, forage for slugs and other food sources but we were not prepared for the 12ft climb the badgers
made past the camera!
Many theories about these badgers have been banded about but many are inconclusive and we
will be working hard to find out a lot more over the next year or so. What we did learn is that
badgers and many other apex predators (birds & mammals) will take full advantage of man
made situations especially where stationary food sources are involved. We will be continuing to
work closely with the RSPB at Minsmere and thank them for allowing us to get a much more
detailed account in the secret lives of the badger and how they interact with other wildlife on a
nature reserve.

Seen a dead
Badger?
Please continue to
send in any Suffolk
Badger casualty
records or sett reports to:
adrian@wondersof
wildlife.co.uk

AGM
With the Suffolk Mammal Conference taking place in November, we will be holding our
Suffolk Mammal Group AGM on Wednesday 10th September 2014 at 1900 hrs at the SWT
Offices, Brooke House, Ashbocking, IP69JY
We would like to request any nominations for any of the existing roles (Chairman, treasurer
and secretary) and/or new members to join the committee.
Following the formalities of the short AGM we will hear from Richard Woolnough on the
state of Otters in Suffolk & also see some unseen badger footage gained while preparing for
Springwatch 2014.
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This is the appalling image a member of public was confronted with when he visited a well
watched badger sett earlier this year. Thankfully he also filmed the badgers still alive and after
reporting to us the attempted destruction of the sett, we are now pleased to have him in our
group to be part of the “eyes & ears” on the ground. We are pleased Suffolk Police investigated the crime and the case is now with the Crown Prosecution Service.

Planning can often
Note from the Chair - Martin Hancock
conflict with Badgers
but if Setts are located
I am please to report that all the 160 tickets for the
and flagged up in
Conference have now been sold. We have a very interesting
advance or at an early
and informative day lined-up. You can see the latest details at: stage in the planning
http://www.suffolkwildlifetrust.org/mammal-conference-AGM?instance=0
application, the
Badgers and their
We look forward to seeing many of our supporters at the
homes can often be
Conference.
mitigated for and any
------------------------------------delays for the builders
minimized. Please get
On a sad note, Rob Strachan, one of our speakers died in
in contact if you think
May after a short illness. Rob was a well respected
mammalogist and outstanding naturalist. Many will know him a Badger sett will be
directly affected by any
from his book ‘Mammal Detective’ published in the mid 90’s. building work. Please
Darren Tansley a close friend and colleague of Rob’s has
don’t assume we
kindly said he will speak on Water Voles at the Conference. already know about it.
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Thesis on Suffolk Deer - Alexandra Hampson
Deer are deeply rooted in the history of Suffolk, changing private landscapes with carefully
manicured deer parks, and escaping or being set free into the landscape thereafter. Even earlier,
in the medieval period according to historian Oliver Rackham, the 'Forest' was not understood
to be a place of trees at all, but a place of deer. They were a symbol of Kings who allocated
this landscape solely for them to pursue and hunt.
Suffolk has much of it's landscape devoted to the conservation of woodland and nature reserves, and also to agriculture. However deer are now so numerous they destroy young plants,
preventing woodland regeneration and cause crop damage. Deer fences are in place to protect
young saplings but several conservation organisations now cull deer to limit numbers. As a result of these culls and the controversy whipped up by the media, I ask where 'Bambi' is expected to exist, and how are they perceived by farmers and conservationists. Are they vermin, a
tourist attraction, or a keystone species in the ecosystem? The time of deer forests and parks is
gone, and I ask what happens to the animal that we no longer have a use for, except in niche
leisure industries, and for their meat.
Should you be interested in discussing this topic or offering any contribution to this research
project, please email lgxahha@nottingham.ac.uk

A Hinchliffe

At the Suffolk Mammal Conference, Professor Rob Fuller, of the BTO will be discussing “too
many deer in the woods” and the implications for birds and other wildlife.
Do you have an interesting story / comment / picture with reference to a mammal? If you could
kindly send them in to me then they may well appear in the next edition of the newsletter.
(adrian@wondersofwildlife.co.uk)
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Thetford Forest Bat Box Checks - Tarra Benjamin
Once again, a group of SBG volunteers and members of the public returned to
check the bat boxes at Thetford Forest which saw a total of 183 bats recorded!
We all gathered at Mayday Farm car park to go over the course of the day which
involved organising car sharing and a convoy around the forest. The first stop held
a couple of clusters of bats, the first cluster being Pipistrelle’s discovered by Sue Hooton. As Arthur Rivett
checked the bats over, he explained the biology and identifying features of the different species of bats to
those who have not come so close to bats before. A lot of opportunities to take photos arose too, with Arthur
holding the bats while we gathered around to take as many photos as we could!
During the course of the day, many clusters of Brown Long-Eared bats were found (well done Phil Aldwinkle
on his first cluster!) and assessed by Arthur, which even revealed a bat with a ring on it from a project many
years ago. As the afternoon drew on, it became warm enough for some of the bats to fly after they had been
checked over by Arthur. It is always a lovely sight to see them fly at close quarters and have them fly between
us before disappearing into the trees.
Noctule Alley did not live up to its name on this occasion, revealing no Noctules occupying the boxes. A
shame for those who have not seen Noctules before but hopefully we’ll have more luck at the October bat
box checks! We did, however, see three Leisler’s bats which were unusually quiet; they are known for the
disapproving cries they give as they are brought out of boxes but not a peep was made until they were put
back in!
Neal Armour-Chelu carried out some more ladder training over the course of the day, starting with Phil &
James (they “posed” very nicely for my photos - thank you!) who seemed to get the hang of stropping very
quickly. Next, however, was my turn and I must admit that when I carry out bat box checks in the future I
hope no one is in a rush; hand-eye co-ordination is not my forte apparently!
We were run through the safety rules of ladders, how to wear the equipment such as the harnesses & helmets
& how to appropriately place a ladder against the tree at the correct angle to prevent it from slipping. Once the
ladder is against the tree, it is tied safely &securely using luggage straps as another safety mechanism to stop it
from slipping. There must be three points of contact at all times by the person climbing the ladder, both of
your feet & at least one of your hands. So what happens when you need both of your hands to pull bats out of
boxes? You throw a strop of course! No, not that kind of strop! The strop is attached to your harness & you
throw it around the tree (whilst continuing to hold on to the ladder with at least one hand!) & attach the other
end of your
strop to you
harness. Having
this on means
you have both
hands free once
you’ve found a
box full of bats,
& you can then
safely remove
them from the
box & place
them in a bag
without risk of
falling.
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EVENTS 2014 /2015


Suffolk Mammal Group AGM: 7pm SWT Offices, Ashbocking 10th September 2014



Workshop on Otters: Stanny Field Center, Iken 4th October 2014



Suffolk Mammal Conference: The Athenaeum, Bury St Edmunds 15th November, 2014



Introduction to Otters: Lackford Lakes, 20th Dec 2014



Surveying and Tracking Badgers: Minsmere RSPB (Date to be confirmed) Jan / feb 2015



Surveying for Badgers: North East Suffolk (date TBC) Feb/Mar 2015

Subscriptions for the year 2014/2015
The Suffolk Mammal Group is looking forward to a very exciting year ahead,
with the Suffolk Mammal Conference on November 15th at the Athenaeum in
Bury St. Edmunds being a key event.
If you have not yet had the opportunity to make a donation to the group for the coming
year, we ask for a minimum donation of £5.00 per person.
Please send cheques payable to: “Suffolk Mammal Group” to the treasurer, Dennis Kell at:
9 Pheasant Rise, Copdock, Ipswich, Suffolk. IP8 3LF.
Thank you for supporting the Suffolk Mammal Group through the coming year.
Name (s):

…………………………………………………………

Address:

…………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………

Telephone No:

…………………………………………………………

Mobile:

…………………………………………………………

E-mail:

…………………………………………………………

Donation:

…………………………………………………………
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